We've Been Out There a Fair While
Since 1992 we've been travelling and training and fixing
computers outback. In the early days travel was by motorbike
with laptops in a gearsacks and saddlebags on the rear; plus a kit
of tools strapped to the petrol tank. Publicly funded trainers were
better resourced - they carried their laptops and tools in the back
of a ute. Not only have the people had to be tough to survive out
here.

Take IT Beyond The
Boundaries
We’re a bit different in the bush the city approach to skills
development is rarely relevant
out here. We like to push the
boundaries a bit - go beyond the
borders of conventional learning.

Share the Knowledge, Share the Skills, Learning to Go!
What Can You Help Me With?
We have been taming and training computers for over 15 years.
We can
9 sort out many problems over the telephone and by accessing
your PC remotely
9 repair your PC either at your place or ours.
9 teach you how to maintain your computer and how to be
safe on the Internet
9 teach you how to use many essential programs
9 teach you how to find the help you need online or within the
program itself
9 give you the tools you need to help others develop their
computer skills
9 give you sensible advice when the equipment needs to go to
a specialist technician for repair - so you know what is wrong,
what to ask the technician to do - in short you are an informed
and educated computer user.
9 provide you with sensible unbiased advice about purchasing
hardware and software and give you an understanding of the
questions you need to ask when making decisions on IT
equipment.

℡Call 07 46541616. We are available from 6.30 am - 5 pm,
7 days, but sometimes you may have to leave a message
Why? We also conduct computer taming workshops throughout
southwest Qld. We will get back to you as soon as possible.
We will sort it out!
At our place, at your place or by remote
access. We will teach you how to fix
problems yourself, or better still - how to
avoid them altogether, how to use your
programs & more..
We Know Computers

Internet Self Defence - IT's up to me ! –
In a perfect world the Internet police would be able to instantly
track down spammers, scammers and other online riff-raff and
bring them to justice while not violating everyone else's right to
privacy. None of this is ever going to happen, so
IT Self Defence - IT's Up to Me!! Have a look at
www.mulgatraining.com.au/InternetSecurity.htm
We Fit In With Your Time
Mulga Training Network gives you an honest, reliable & relevant
response to computer training, computer technical support and other
training needs in remote places. We work in a time and manner that
fits in with your lifestyle.

Parent - IT
ICT looms large in education today. Parents, don't let IT bluff
you! Get comfortable with computers. Learn what kids really
can and cannot achieve by using computers. A strong family has
confident parents guiding kids. Take charge of the kids’
computer education.
Living With Your PC
Computer Basics, Word, Excel,
PowerPoint, Photo Story but not as
you've dozed through before..
Advanced Word, Excel,, PowerPoint,
Adobe Photoshop, Dreamweaver more..
Graphics - from your photos, from your
mind, from the web....your imagination is
the only limit.



Download free study guides from the website
www.mulgatraining.com.au/TechSupport.htm

Websites: we can teach you how to build and edit a website.
Includes preparing graphics for web display, using file transfer
programs to upload the site and keeping the site updated.
Check our website for examples
Learn to Fix Your Computer - (practice on your Mum's first) maintain your computer so as to save that expensive trip to town
when the cooling fins need cleaning - prerequisite: a sense of
adventure
We're Not Pretty... We are not government
funded so we have no glossy brochures, nor
are you the taxpayer supporting several star
accommodations, air fares, holidays,
conferences in fine resorts, incentive payments
for remote area work, well appointed office
space etc. The Mulga Mob’s equipment is not
the latest model; nor are the vehicles or the
people for that matter. As part of our hardware
training we teach others how to refurbish laptops and desktops. So
we can outfit a community learning centre for less than the cost of
one meeting of “experts” discussing the ”how to’s“.

